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You typically don't live with your 

friends, so if you want to see 
them, you generally make an 
occasion of it - such as a trip to 
the pub, lunch, or a playdate etc. 

And with friends come weddings, 

birthday parties, housewarmings, and 

other celebrations - which can be 

costly after you've covered presents, 

booze and food. There is always money 

to be spent. 

It can be difficult to tell your friends you 

can't afford to live it up every night but 

there are always ways to cut down and 

still see your mates. 

Talking to friends about money 
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Telling your friends you 
can't afford to go out 

Your friends are your friends for reasons outside of how much money you make or have to 
spend. It's seriously unlikely that they will stop hanging out with you just because you can't 
join them in activities that cost a lot of money. 

Don't assume they know what disposable 

income you have, or if you are under pressure to 

keep up. If you don't tell them, they won't know. 

If the people closest to you hones tly don't 

know what 's g oing on with you, it is probably 

just as uncomfortable for them if you are 

constantly ducking out or making excuses as 

to why you can't hang out. 

Here are a few tips that could help: 

• Sit down with them and explain that it 's 

important to you to s ave up for XYZ, s o 

you're looking for ways to keep cos ts low. 

They might even offer s ome sug g estions .  

• Take control of meet-ups and try and 

centre your time tog ether around free or 

cheap activities , they can be just as fun as 

costly activities . Only take the amount of 

money you can afford to spend. You can 

always let the people you are with know 

how much you have and that when it 's g one 

it 's g one. It might even help you and your 

friends prioritis e what you would like to the 

mos t given the cash available. 

Ask your friends if they would be up for being a 

'Savings  Supporter' - s omeone who helps you 

reach your saving g oals . Tell them what you are 

saving for and how much you need. Your friend 

can then have reg ular convers ations with you 

to check on your prog ress and support you on 

your journey. Why not even exchang e  support 

- what could they use your help with? 

Research als o shows that if we let people 

know about our s avings  targets it helps to 

keep us focused and we get to our g oal 

quicker than if we had kept quiet about it. 
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Getting loaned 
money back 

Asking friends to pay back the money they owe you can be pretty stressful. It's especially 
bad if you know your mate is skint and will struggle to come up with the money. 

If you really value your friendship, it's 

important not to g et confrontational when 

asking for your money back. 

You could always assume the best, that the 

friend has simply forgotten, and then try to jog 

their memory with a few well-placed hints . 

Depending on how you prefer to do thing s ,  

having discussions about lending and 

borrowing cash can sometimes be a bit easier 

if you do it through texts or email. This also 

means you have everything in writing about 

how much cash is involved and when it is going 

to be paid back. 

It might be worth adding a sense of urgency to 

your request so your friend understands you are 

now in a sticky situation because you lent them 

the money. Phrases like 'I'm sorry to ask this , but 

I really need that money back by XX because I 

have to pay XX back', might do the trick. 

If all discussions break down and you don't 

think you're going to be able to get your 

money back just by talking , as a last res ort you 

can always seek leg al help and make a court 

claim for money. 

It's worth noting that making a claim is not 

free and starts from £23 when you're claiming 

up to£300. 

If the money you have loaned your friend now 

means you are strug gling financially, you 

should adjust your budget. 
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